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Abstract
The material presents the application 0f a mathematical method for risk

assessment under statistical determination of tfue ballistic limits of the protection
equipment. The authors have implemented a mathematical model based on

Pierson's criteria. The software accomplishment of the model allows to evaluate
the V50 indicator and to a,s.se.r.s the statistical hypothesis' reliability. The results
supply the specialists with information about the intervql valuations of the
probability determined during the testing proces,s.

Introduction
Creating effective personal protection tools against ballistic threats is

an important task because of human life value. Work in this area is ongoing,
performed by both the manufacturers of body afinour and the researchers
who provide scientifically-grounded solutions for individual armour quality
assessment.

Accounting for the fact that therp is no tool ensuring 100 %
protection, conventional approaches aim to provide probabilistic estimations
of life-important organs' protection, evaluating risk degree.

In the military, the V50 ballistic test is used, which is the
internationally recognised standard to assess the fragmentation resistance of
personal protection, particularly hard armqur, helmet, and vest. The V50
testing identifies experimentally the velopity at which a bullet has 50
percent chance of penetrating the test objecti

'Ihe V50 ballistic limit velocity for rnaterial is defined as the velocity
at which the probability of penetrating the chosen projectiles is exactly 0.5
(srANAG 2e20lrl).
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Using the Up and Down firing method, the first round shall be
loaded with the amount of propellant calculated to give a projectile a
velocity equivalent to the estimated V50ballistic limit for armour.

After a number of projectile have been fired, V50 is calculated as the
average of the velocities recorded for six fair impacts consisting of the three
lowest velocities for complete penehation and the three highest velocities
for partial penetration, provided the spread is not gteater than 40 m/s.

Many body armour manufacturers uso a modified form of the
military V50 testing as a design tool to develop and assess new body afinour
products. This test identified the velocity at which specific projectile has 50-
percent chance ofpenetrating the armour which is being tested.

The V50 ballistic limit testing allows producers to evaluate various
designs against one another to optimize theh characteristics for a specific
type of body afinour. A trend has emerged in which manufacturers publish
test data and also put V50 test information on the labels of some of their
body armour.

The V50 ballistic limit testing is a useful and informative statistical
tool to evaluate certain annour characteristics at the armour's design phase,
and to evaluate almour degradation over time.

Formulation of the research
Determining the probability characteristics of personal protection

means calls for elaboration of research methodology to raise information
reliability. Moreover, it is necessary to choose suitable methods for data
processing to allow evaluate the risk level of the taken decisions.

Except for V50, the following characteristics of body annour are
used in practice:

- Vnoballistic limit - the velocity under which a bullet definitely (100
o/o) doesn't penetrate the test object;

- Voballistic limit - the velocity over which a bullet definitely (100
%o) penetrates the test object.

The above characteristics are determined by the experiment of firing
according to the "IJp-Down" method. This method involves a set of
experiments at which the velocity is decreased upon penetrating the test
object and alternatively - the velocity is increased upon non-penetrating the
test object. The attempts are made within a bracket of velocity interval
covering the three areas - area of non-penetrating (np), area of penetrating
(p) and area of mixed results.

In the introduction we examined the model of V50 determining,
according to USA standard. Inl2f, the authors show a probability-statistical
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model based on the frequencies of penetrating andnon-penetrating attempts,
and their distribution depending on velocity.

The initial data are several pairs of firi velocities and obtained
results for (np) and(7t) values. We evaluate the cumulative frequencies:

ll\7 fl121 t7137 '..1 llln 
7

relevant to the event "non-
respectively:

11e 12s 13e... t Vnt

penetratilrg" at velocities greater than

where v, , i: f , .,.,tr ate the middle points of equal-width

velocity range subintervals during the experiment. This rcnga is determined
according to the above-described approach.

By analogy, the cumulative frequencies are evaluated:
kl, k2, k3,..., k,,
relevant to the event "penetrating" at velocities less than

respectively:
Vl) Y2113e,.,, Vn.

For statistics: M: {mtt fti22 r7t3,..., ffin} andK: { k, kz, k3,...,

kn\, we define the smoothed probabilify distributions, respectively P^(x)

and Po(.r) , corresponding to normal distribution. The probability P^(x) is

related with the "nonpenetrating" event when the velocities f ) x, and the

probability Po@) is related with the "penetrating" event when the

velocities ( < x.
Thereby V50 is defined as the value xj for which:
P*(x) : Po(x).

Under the above-formulated conditions, the authors develop the
probability model and determine the approximated probability distributions
[3]. Based on data from real experiments they evaluate quintiles through
linear regression equations and draw up the distribution image for {(x) and

Po@)within the range of the velocity u.

Determination of risk level under the probabilistic-statistical
estimations

The previous research continues in this paper with the objective to
veriff the statistical hypothesis for conforming with the normal distribution
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law after the Pearson's criterion - 72 and determining the confidence

intervals of the penetration probability.

A Basic Statistical Method in Hypothesis Testing
The verification of the hypothesis is made separately for the cases of

non-penetrating and penetrating firing. Below is given the method which
describes the first case.

We evaluate the frequencies of non-penefiatrngattempts:

f, : ffii - ffii_t ga i: 1,2,...,n, where ffio:0.
According to the probabilistic model, the next estimations are

the mean x and variance s of velocity, concerning the event "non-
penetrating":

n

* = *Zu,f,, s2 : L*rZf,O, -i)' .

i=l i=l

The theoretical probabilities Pr, Pz, P2,..., Pn of random

variables

' -vr-x0: 
-,s

are p, =lF(t,)-F(t,_r) | for i:1,2,3,...,n and pr= F(tr).
The statisticsT'

ilu'
, sr tr7t-: > ---:--r.

fr rp,
(1)

g
where r,lr = f, and r = /)ri ,

t=1

feature s Pearson distribution:

p(r'> zil = -,-, f . 1*+-'"-t* ,

z , r( ^') ia'2
(2)

and f(z) = [e-"2'-tdz

is a well known gamma function.
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This test based on statistics 7" is called chi-square test. The
hypothesis' examination comprises the following steps:

o Choosing level of importanbe qo/o, for example q : 5, and

following (1) evaluati ng Z;, such that P(72 , I) : 
ffi;

o Calculating the value of 72 according to (2);

o There are two cases fot 72 :

t) f' , Zl i.e. we get into the qritical region and therefore, the

non-conformity between the observed resl,rlts and theoretical distribution
data is considerable, so, the hypothesis is rejected, or

2) f' < f', i.e. the non-conformily is not considerable and the

hypothesis is accepted.

Determination of the conftdence intervals of unknown probability
The determination of the confidence interval of unknown probability

concerning the event "non-penetrating", for example at the interval
. h h.
1v, - ,,vt 

+ ) for ri "non-penetrating" firings and ni common

implemented shots during this interval, under confidence level of atleast l-
2 a, is carried out as follows:

o Evaluating the root F,,o of equation:

sn,,,(F,,o)=o ,where

s,,,,(P) = I cl,p'(l - p)"'-t u ci =
j=0

o Evaluatinge the root p,,o of equation:
dl / \Jn,r,\Prp)=a ,where

s',,,,(p) = > c I,p '(1 - p)n'-'

Then the interval p,,o

probability p of the event "non-penetrating"
. h h.(v, -t,u, + f ) under confidence level l-2 a .

nl

it(n- j)t.'

covers the unknown

within the interval
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Software instrument
Characteristic of the application software
Based on the probabilistic statistical method, the authors coded a

software application. It is a Windows Forms style application and works
under .NET Framework (Fig. 1). The software environment is MS Visual
Studio .NET andthe language in which it was coded is C#. The application's
implementation under .NET has several advantages compared to the old
Windows style (COM) applications.

First, the whole information about the application and the
components used by it is saved in configuration files. These files use XML
syntax to save hierarchical data which makes them more flexible than the
old.ini files.
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Fig. 1

The other advantage is the object-oriented approach. In contrast to
COM, .NET Framework is designed under the inheritance concept. All
objects of the .NET Framework form a single-root hierarchy, the class
System.Object to which all other classes are successors. These classes ensure
functionality in all possible areas, including user interface, data access,
security, Internet programming, communications between devices, etc.

And third, .NET provides a solution for the version problem. The
particular components of the application are saved in an application
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directory, or in its sub-directory. Differenl applications can use different
versions of the components because they are saved in different directories.
Each component of the global cash is saved in a separate subdirectory and
different versions of the same component can exist simultaneously on the
same computer device. Each application coded under a given component
version continues working correctly even when the user installs a new (or
older) version of this component.

Working with database
All data of the estimation model are saved into a database, the

Microsoft Access.
The System.Data classes build the part of the .NET Framework

known as ADO.NEZ for working with the database (DB). ADO.NET use
.NET controlled data providers. The application uses read-only data
operation mode. This mode consists in the following:

- a connection to the database is opened, a block of data is
supplied and saved in the application, the client, then the connection is
closed to discharge the server resources;

- the data arc processed: values are modified, new records are
added, existing records are deleted;

- the connection is opened againand local dataare harmonized
with source data, then, the connection is closed again.

The key of data accoss is an object of the class DataAdapter, which
works as a connector between DataSet and the actual source of data. The
pulpose of DataAdapter is to fill one or more DataTable objects with data,
so that the application might close the connection and operate thereon
without connection.

Coding the programs, the authors have made the optimistic
assumption that under multi-user mode collisions will be occasional, i.e.,
most likely the application will work on the client workstation with client
database. For the cases when the database is on the server and many users
work with, ways to prevent collisions have been provided.

The program provides user interface to introduce data and functions,
to process the results from experiments, and to present output results in the
form of histograms and documents.

Besides the previous research of the authors, namely determining
V50 ballistic limits of body armour (Fig. 2), the software instrument
presents specified-above characteristics. The results are evaluated based on
the given algorithm and relevant program module. According to the above-
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procedure, the calculations yield the values of I' - crucial, It of "non-
penetrating" andi62 of "penetrating' shots:(FiS.2), The output report shows

whether the hypothesis is accepted or rejected (Fig. 3).
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The results are saved and, where needed, the user can obtain
comparative graphics and print reports in different formats (Fig. a).

Conclusions
The authors' efforts are focused on the creation of mathematical

model and procedure to estimate the basic characteristics of body protection
arnours. The application of probabilistic-statistical approach provides to
make much estimation based on real experiments with helmets and
armoured vests. The developed software application is a very useful tool in
this process. The obtained results confonn to the theoretical hypothesis.
This assumed approbation manner conflrms the approach's correctness and
validates the chosen method.

The presented product furnishes the responsible agency with an
effective tool to estimate body armours characteristics during ballistic tests.
Moreover, the software instrument, which is based on modern computer
technology, can be used in the research and manufacture of new protection
equipment.
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MOAEJII,IPAHE HA OUEHKATA HA PI4CKA TIPI,I
O TIPEAE JTfl HE HA EAJII4C TAqHI,ITE TIO KA3ATE JII,I
HA CPEAC TB ATA 3A I,IHII,IBI,IAYAJIHA 3AIIII4 TA

I,Ieau fa6poecxu, Ionunua Kapaxtueea

Pegropre

B uarepuana e npeAcraBeHo nplrJroxeHr{ero Ha MareMaruqecKu MoAeJr 3a
oIIeHKa Ha pl,rcKa rrprr crarr.rcruqecKo oqpeAeJrrHe sa 6alltucruqHr{re IpaHrrrIH Ha

3alqr,rrHoro o6opygraue. Arropure ca cr,sryaJrvr MareMarr{rrecxlr Mo.qen ua 6asara
Ha Kpr.rrepur.rre Ha flurpcru. Co(fryepuara peurvsa\ufl Ha MoAeJra AaBa
Bb3MoxHocr Aa ce vrgqtaclrvr rroKa3areJrrr V50 v Aa ce oqeHrr HaAexAHocrra Ha
crarr{cruqecKara xulloresa. Pesynrarr{Te AaBar Ha cfreqrraJrvrcrvrre un(foprvraqna
3a orIeHKaTa Ha r,rHTepBaJrr{Te Ha Bepo{THocTTa, olpeAeneHrr B rrpoqeca Ha

TECTBAHETO.
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